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A B S T R A C T

Current central receiver Concentrating Solar Power plants using molten salt as a heat transfer fluid add heat
at around 565 °C in a power plant. Adding heat at a higher temperature can improve the thermodynamic
performance and may reduce the cost of power. One way to achieve this is by using pressurized air solar
receivers. Current receivers have achieved thermal efficiencies of around 80% at an outlet temperature of
800 °C. This paper investigates a novel central receiver technology that makes use of a tessellated array of
heat transfer units. The units employ impingement heat transfer within a concave surface. The receiver can
be scaled for a desired thermal rating by the number of heat transfer units. The convolution-projection flux
modelling approach is used to model and project an incoming flux distribution on the receiver’s surface. This
flux distribution is interpreted by a Computational Fluid Dynamics model as a volumetric heat source. Radiative
and convective heat losses are considered. An initial performance outlook estimates that an outlet temperature
of 801 °C can be reached at a thermal efficiency of 59% and an exterior surface temperature of 1142 °C for an
aperture flux of 635 kW∕m2. A limitation is an insufficient exterior surface area to absorb the incoming flux
which causes a high surface temperature and thermal losses. Similar thermal performance is estimated at high
and low pressures, with increased pumping losses at low pressures. The efficiency may be improved by taking
advantage of a larger surface area relative to the aperture area.
1. Introduction

1.1. Background

In a future Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) plant, a solar receiver
operating with air as a heat-transfer fluid can be used to add high
temperature heat in a power plant for continuous and clean power
generation. Air is a safe, convenient and cost-free fluid that does
not degrade at high temperatures like molten salt. This enables heat
addition at higher temperatures for higher power-block thermodynamic
efficiencies and a potentially lower cost of power. Refer to [1] for a
review of the progress on heat transfer research in CSP.

One proposition making use of a solar air receiver is a Combined
Cycle (CC) power plant such as the SUNSPOT power plant concept [2].
Ambient air is compressed to flow into a pressurized air receiver and
a downstream combustor to supply hot, high-pressure air to run a gas
turbine. The gas turbine generates power during the day and rejects
heat to a downstream rock-bed thermal energy storage system which
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supplies heat to a steam generator and a steam turbine for continuous
power generation [3]. A thermodynamic efficiency exceeding 50% may
be achieved with a CC CSP plant [4]. Such a plant can be economically
competitive in regions with a favourable solar resource such as in the
Northern Cape of South Africa [5].

High-pressure air receiver concepts, comprised of metallic or ce-
ramic materials that withstand high temperatures, have been inves-
tigated on a pre-commercial scale. Such receivers can be compared
on the basis of receiver thermal efficiency: considering reflective, ra-
diative, convective and conductive thermal losses, excluding spillage
losses. The SOLUGAS metallic pressurized air receiver has demon-
strated the ability to heat air up to 800 °C at a thermal efficiency of
around 80% [4]. The advanced Directly Irradiated Annular Pressurized
Receiver (DIAPR) air receiver, also known as the Tulip receiver, com-
prising ceramic components sealed with a glass window has reached
and sustained temperatures of 1000 °C [6]. Arguably, durability and
scale are limitations for glass windows [7].
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Nomenclature

Variables

𝛼 Absorptivity (–)
𝑑 Diameter (m)
𝜃 Diffuser half angle (°)
𝐷𝑁𝐼 Direct Normal Irradiance (W∕m2)
𝜂 Efficiency (%)
𝐹 Force (N∕ms)
�̇� Mass flow rate (kg/s)
𝑃 Power (W)
𝑝 Pressure (Pa)
�̇� Heat rate (W)
�̇� Heat flux (kW∕m2)
𝑟 Radius (mm)
𝜌 Density (kg∕m3)
𝜎 Standard deviation (mrad)
𝜎 Stress (N∕m2)
𝑇 Temperature (°C)
𝑡 Thickness (mm)
𝑉 Velocity (m∕s)
�̇� Volumetric flow rate (m3∕s)

Subscripts

abs Absolute
ap Aperture
es Exterior surface
f Fluid
g Gauge
h Hoop
i Inner
in Input
nf Narrow flow
nc Natural convection
o Outer
opt Optical
os Outer shell
Pyr Pyromark
rad Radiative
th Thermal
t Total
VM von Mises

Industrial small scale gas turbines (of around 500 kW) typically
perate at around 900 °C and larger axial-flow turbines (of around
50MW) can operate in the realm of 1300 °C [8]. In either case, a
etallic pressurized air receiver can be used to pre-heat air for a
ownstream combustion chamber or a secondary receiver to reach the
equired gas turbine inlet temperature.

Low-pressure air has potential to be used as a heat transfer fluid to
upply heat at a high temperature with thermal storage for a Rankine
ycle plant, a closed-loop supercritical carbon dioxide (sCO2) Brayton
ycle plant or for process-heat applications. An air receiver operating
t a low pressure has the advantage of avoiding pressure-related stress.

Low-pressure air receivers have been investigated for a Rankine
ycle plant such as in the 200 kWe pilot plant in Daegu, South Ko-

rea by Daesung Energy [9]. This porous media receiver supplies air
between 700 °C and 1000 °C to heat a solid thermal storage medium.
2

This circulation loop is then used to generate steam for a steam turbine.
A more recent promising exploration of a low-pressure porous-media
air receiver estimated by simulation to operate at an air outlet tem-
perature of 1000 °C at a thermal efficiency of around 85% is presented
in [10]. Porous-receivers can also exploit quarts glass windows, one
such example is [11].

A closed-loop sCO2 Brayton cycle plant offers a favourable thermo-
dynamic efficiency while thermal energy storage – such as rock bed
thermal storage [12] – can be incorporated in the heat transfer loop
for dispatchable or continuous power generation if a sufficient heat ad-
dition temperature of 650 °C can be reached in the sCO2 thermodynamic
cycle [13].

Metallic air receivers are limited in operating temperature due to
material creep and cyclic loading of thermal and pressure stresses
at elevated temperatures. Swindeman and Marriott [14] show that,
according to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
boiler and pressure vessel (BPV) code, the allowable creep stress of
high performance nickel and chromium alloys is around 10MPa at
an operating temperature of 950 °C. However, such a limit can be
conservative for a solar receiver because such a receiver will also
experience creep relaxation (or ‘‘stress reset’’) [15,16]. González-Gómez
et al. [15] shows that for a molten salt receiver made of Haynes 230
under a flat aiming strategy operating with a peak crown temperature
of between 550 °C and 650 °C, the stress (mostly thermal) at the crown is
etween 300MPa and 150MPa respectively; the lifetime of the receiver
s predicted to be around 180 years when accounting for elastic–plastic
tress relaxation.

To achieve high receiver outlet temperatures of 800 °C or more
while avoiding the stress limits of metallic materials above 1000 °C, a
highly effective convective heat transfer device is required. Much effort
have been made to enhance the convective heat transfer in receiver
absorber tubes, including finned inserts [17,18]. A large convective
heat transfer performance can be achieved with an impingement heat
transfer device [19]. In such a device, a high velocity turbulent flow
impacts onto a surface. A stagnation region is formed at the point of
impact, the flow is then redirected by the surface and transitions from
laminar to turbulent flow. A thin boundary layer is produced on the
impingement surface, enabling favourable heat transfer characteristics.

Various applications of impingement heat transfer in solar re-
ceivers have been investigated due to the favourable performance of
an impingement heat transfer device. Garbrecht et al. [20] describe a
tessellated impinging thermal receiver design that contains hexagon-
pyramidal heat transfer devices. Within the components of this device,
cold fluid enters through a central pipe, impinges on the inside apex
(concave surface) of a pyramid and flows out through finned channels
around the pyramidal structure. Craig et al. [21] present an investi-
gation for the implementation of hemispherical dome jet impingement
within this receiver. A swirled jet implementation in a central receiver
was explored by Quick [22].

Wang et al. [23] and Li [24] present investigations where impinging
jets are used within a solar cavity receiver concept. Wang and Laumert
[25] present an axial-type impinging jet cavity receiver. Wang and
Laumert [25] found that the receiver achieved an outlet temperature of
800 °C, a peak absorber temperature of 1029 °C and a thermal efficiency
of 82.8% (without considering convective losses) at an aperture flux of
800W∕m2.

The Spiky Central Receiver Air Pre-Heater (SCRAP) concept inves-
tigated in [26] incorporates protruding spikes to make up a large heat
transfer surface area to absorb concentrated solar irradiation. At the
high-flux region of each spike, a concave-surface impingement region is
employed to absorb thermal energy. To improve the heat transfer and
pressure loss characteristics of the impingement region in the SCRAP
concept from a conventional impinging jet, the Tadpole heat transfer
enhancement device was conceived [27].

The Tadpole incorporates impingement heat transfer with pressure
recovery. The flow domain of the Tadpole is depicted in Fig. 1. In the

Tadpole’s domain, the inlet flow is accelerated in a nozzle to impinge
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the Tadpole’s flow domain.

ithin a concave surface. The flow is then confined to a narrow flow
egion at an elevated velocity to maintain a thin boundary layer for
avourable heat transfer performance [27]. The flow is then expanded
n a diffuser to recover the previously developed dynamic pressure for
avourable pressure loss characteristics.

The Tadpole has many geometric degrees of freedom that can be ex-
loited to obtain a favourable combination of heat transfer and pressure
oss characteristics. It has been demonstrated experimentally that the
adpole can improve the heat transfer and pressure loss performance
haracteristics in comparison with a conventional impinging jet [27].
he Four-Equation Transition SST turbulence CFD model has been
alidated for use in the Tadpole’s domain [27].

Instead of employing the Tadpole as a heat transfer enhancement
uch as in the SCRAP concept [28], a new concept – a tessellated-
mpinging receiver – was conceived with the idea of maximizing the
sage of the Tadpole concept due to its favourable heat transfer per-
ormance relative to a conventional impinging jet. The use of the
adpole as the basis of heat transfer in a solar receiver is novel. The
oncept is presented in Fig. 2. It contains multiple Tadpole units within
emispherical domes in a tessellated layout — similar to a honeycomb;
ith each unit having a hexagonal base. Favourable thermal absorption
erformance is expected due to the elevated impingement heat transfer
oefficient within the Tadpoles. The receiver is similar to the one
resented in [20] in that it makes use of impingement and hexagonal
essellation.

The base region of a hemispherical unit is substantially protected
rom reflective and radiative heat losses due to the base region being
early perpendicular to the aperture. The receiver also may contain a
econdary reflector to recover (by re-reflection) spillage — incoming
olar irradiation that does not directly reach the heat transfer units. The
econdary reflector is also expected to reduce convective heat losses.

The objectives of this paper are to develop a thermal model of the
essellated-impinging receiver and to investigate the thermal perfor-
ance characteristics of the concept for application as a high- and

ow-pressure air receiver. The secondary reflector will not form part
f the scope of this initial outlook, neither will thermal stresses, nor
he quantification of reflective losses and convective losses; instead,
ssumptions will be made for these losses.

.2. Layout of paper

In Section 2, significant design considerations including the me-
hanical stress, dimensional scaling and fluid dynamics are first ex-
lored, a reference design is then chosen. In Section 3, a heliostat field
nd a suitable aiming strategy are subsequently developed to model
he incoming concentrated irradiation. The resulting incoming flux
istribution for a single characteristic receiver unit is then extracted.
ection 4 describes a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) investiga-
ion of this unit to finally arrive at an initial performance outlook of
3

he concept at various operating conditions in Section 5.
2. Reference design development

2.1. Mechanical stress considerations

A pressurized air receiver resists the gauge pressure of its heat
transfer fluid at an elevated operating temperature where creep is
pertinent. It also experiences stresses from thermal gradients. The
effect of thermal stresses on absorber tubes have been investigated
by Pérez-Álvarez et al. [29]. Thermal stresses for a receiver operating
at over 800 °C are significant but will be neglected in this investigation.
Although pressure-related stress will be considered.

Inconel 718 was chosen for this application because the thermal
roperties are well described in literature and demonstrates favourable
reep strength characteristics. The pertinent mechanical stress here
s the stress occurring within the hemispherical dome. Dowling [30]
resents thick-walled pressure vessel equations for a hemisphere. Eq. (1)
ives the axial (𝜎𝑥) and hoop stress (𝜎ℎ) as a function of the radius, 𝑟:

𝑥 (𝑟) = 𝜎ℎ (𝑟) =
𝑝g𝑟3i

𝑟3o − 𝑟3i
(
𝑟3o
2𝑟3

+ 1), (1)

where 𝑟i is the inner radius of the hemisphere and 𝑟o is the outer radius.
Similarly, Eq. (2) gives the radial stress, 𝜎𝑟 (𝑟):

𝜎𝑟 (r) = −
𝑝g𝑟3i

𝑟3o − 𝑟3i
(
𝑟3o
𝑟3

− 1). (2)

Additionally, the dome region tensile stress caused by: firstly, the
thrust generated in the Tadpole’s nozzle region impacting onto the
hemisphere and secondly, the outlet thrust of the Tadpole’s narrow
flow region (depicted in Fig. 1) can be accounted for through a linear
momentum balance: 𝐹𝑥 = �̇�unit (𝑉n + 𝑉nf ,out ), where 𝑉n is the nozzle’s
outlet velocity and 𝑉nf ,out is the narrow flow region’s outlet velocity.
This contribution to the overall stress is relatively small in comparison
to that of the gauge pressure (for a high-pressure operating condition).
Nevertheless, the force must be withstood by the dome and transferred
through its base in the axial direction. The stress contribution over the
base area (𝜎𝑥,𝐹 ) is given in Eq. (3):

𝜎𝑥,𝐹 =
𝐹𝑥

𝜋(𝑟2o − 𝑟2i )
(3)

It was found that the peak stress characteristically occurs on the
inside of the hemisphere at the base in tension.

2.2. Dimensional scaling sensitivity

Considering the complexity of investigating and manufacturing a
receiver based on hundreds of repeating units as shown in [20,31], a
solution may be to limit the number of repeating units in the receiver
by maximizing the size of individual units.

To understand the effect of increasing the outer-shell thickness (𝑡os),
an example of Fourier’s law of (1D) thermal conduction in spherical
coordinates follows. Using an Inconel thermal conductivity of 25 W

mK
1

and an absorbed heat flux of 500 kW
m2 : the temperature drop over

he outer shell follows 𝛥𝑇
𝑡os

≈ 20.03
◦C
mm .2 It is therefore important

to maintain a minimal outer-shell thickness to reduce thermal losses
caused by the temperature gradient through it.

An up-scaling sensitivity is now demonstrated for a constant op-
erating gauge pressure and a constant outer-wall thickness to observe
the peak von Mises stress with an increasing unit hemispherical radius,
𝑟o. The peak von Mises stress increases by ×3.67 for a ×4 increase in

1 For Inconel 718 at around 870 °C [32].
2 This calculation was conducted with an exterior curvature radius of 35mm

and differs from the flat plate calculation by 0.1%.
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Fig. 2. The tessellated-impinging central receiver concept.
dimensional scale. Therefore, to withstand increased pressure stress, it
will be required to up-scale 𝑡os along with 𝑟o to avoid high stresses.

It is demonstrated that up-scaling receiver units creates the concern
of an increased gauge pressure stress with a thin wall thickness for a
pressurized air receiver. Whereas for a low-pressure air receiver, dimen-
sional scaling is a less significant issue. The effect of the dimensional
scaling of a unit on the heat transfer performance will be explored later
in Section 5.

Alternatively to up-scaling an individual unit, the number of re-
ceiver units along with the aperture size can be increased or decreased
to scale the receiver for a desired thermal requirement if a substantially
uniform aperture flux distribution can be achieved — although this
does not achieve the goal of reducing manufacturing complexity.

2.3. Input solar flux magnitude

A larger input flux density, �̇�in, results in a larger thermal output
for a relatively small receiver size. Along with a smaller surface area,
the area from which thermal losses occur is also less. In support of this
observation, it has been modelled that the CentRec particle receiver
has seen a thermal efficiency benefit with increased flux concentration
from 200 kW∕m2 to 1000 kW∕m2 [33]. However, because the metallic
receiver of the present study requires thermal flux to move through its
outer shell, the proportional temperature drop over the shell thickness
is significantly larger with an increased flux concentration. This creates
a potential trade-off of an appropriate concentration. Accordingly, both
a peak concentration of 2500 kW∕m2 as well as half of this will be
explored in this study to identify whether a significant sensitivity occurs
due to flux concentration.

The previously outlined experimental air receivers were demon-
strated at a thermal output power range between 0.4 MWth to 3.2 MWth.
The initial outlook on the receiver will therefore target a thermal output
of 1 MWth — a heliostat field will be developed around this target
and an aperture diameter of 1m is chosen for the tessellated structure.
The 1m aperture is chosen as a starting point to enable a thermal
investigation, not as a recommendation of a final size, the tessellated
units can be scaled to an arbitrarily large aperture size.

2.4. Reference domain

The reference domain model is isolated to only the heat transfer
region of the concept. The inlet, the manifolds and the outlet of the
receiver are thus excluded from the simplified model. These com-
ponents increase the overall pressure losses. The maximum dynamic
4

pressure experienced in the heat transfer region of a receiver unit is
around 6 orders of magnitude greater than that experienced in the
excluded components. Total pressure losses are directly proportional to
the dynamic pressure [34]. This indicates that the excluded components
represent negligible pressure losses.

The Tadpole’s performance as a heat transfer device is detailed
in [27]. The reference manifestation investigated here was guided
by the previous heat transfer investigation; this manifestation was
formed iteratively with the objective of obtaining a large heat transfer
coefficient at an acceptable pressure loss.

In general, it is desirable to constrain the Tadpole’s domain to
develop a similar flow area at its inlet and outlet to develop similar dy-
namic pressures in these regions. This can avoid unnecessary expansion
losses because the required area ratio over the diffuser is not unneces-
sarily large. The diffuser’s expansion half angle is conservatively small
(𝜃h = 6.5°) because the suitability of a conservatively small diffuser half
angle was observed in [34].

Fig. 3 gives the reference dimensions for a 30° sector of a receiver
unit: this is the simplest representation to capture the geometry of
the hexagonal tessellation structure in a unit. A spline describes the
bulbous portion of the Tadpole with the aim to develop a relatively
constant velocity within the narrow flow region. In Fig. 3, the spline is
constrained using three thickness dimensions through the progression
of the narrow flow region. It is shown that the thickness reduces near
the middle of the narrow flow region in order to substantially maintain
the peak Mach number developed at the start of the narrow flow region.
It is depicted that the thickness of the narrow flow region (0.768mm) is
small and will be sensitive to thermal and pressure deformation. This
is a limitation in the design and can be improved by up-scaling for
a low-pressure application. The chosen outer shell wall thickness of
2mm was chosen in order to keep the Von-Mises stress below 10MPa
— the creep rupture strength of this material at 800 °C. As previously
discussed, creep relaxation also occurs in such applications, although
this has not been modelled here. Therefore a conservative mechanical
stress limit was chosen.

Fig. 4 depicts a top-down overview of the process to estimate the
thermal efficiency of the SUNflower. The various parts of this model
will be described in the proceeding two sections.

3. Heliostat field integration

3.1. Introduction

For a more holistic understanding of receiver’s operational perfor-
mance, the exploration now expands to include the heliostat field.
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Fig. 3. Dimensions (in mm) of a 30° sector of a receiver unit.
Fig. 4. Flowchart describing the process to estimate thermal efficiency.
The incoming solar flux distribution of a receiver can be largely
niform or non-uniform. The set of aiming points of the heliostats on
he receiver, controlled by the aiming strategy, affects the receiver’s
lux distribution. Single point aiming causes a high peak flux magnitude
n a receiver aperture with a weak flux gradient in the radial direction
round its peak. A multi-point aiming strategy producing a uniform flux
rofile affects a more homogeneous receiver surface temperature dis-
ribution and reduced thermal stresses compared with a single aiming
trategy [35]. However, the consequential high flux density imposed
ear the edges of the aperture causes increased spillage losses when
ompared with single aiming.

If single aiming is implemented on the receiver, it would be nec-
ssary to model multiple repeating units to incorporate effects such as
et radiative heat transfer between the exteriors of units as well as the
ixing of air flows from units with varying outlet temperatures — this

ind of analysis was done by Craig et al. [19].
However, if an aiming strategy is employed to produce a uniform

lux on the receiver so that the flux absorbed by neighbouring units
s similar then the radiation interaction between neighbouring units
ould be symmetric along the tessellated symmetry boundaries. And

he variation of outlet temperatures between receiver units would be
egligible. This firstly enables the receiver to achieve higher surface
nd outlet operating temperatures because the overall surface temper-
ture distribution can be constrained nearer to the material’s allowable
imit without first reaching failure at the peak flux region of the
perture. Secondly it enables a simplified analysis of the receiver’s
erformance because only a single repeating unit needs to be consid-
red. The objective is thus to incorporate a heliostat field with such an
iming strategy to produce a relatively uniform flux distribution on the
eceiver.

.2. Flux modelling

To develop the aiming strategy, the flux distribution from the
eliostat field on a central receiver aperture must be modelled. This
an be done using the Monte-Carlo Ray-Tracing (MCRT) approach or
sing a convolution-projection method.

Cheng et al. [36] investigate a pressurized volumetric receiver
y integrating MCRT modelling with a finite volume method (FVM)
hermal model. Slootweg et al. [37] investigate a molten salt receiver
sing CFD with the integration of MCRT. However, MCRT is highly
omputationally expensive.
5

s

Sánchez-González et al. [38] explores the use of a convolution-
projection method that requires two orders of magnitude less compu-
tational time than MCRT.3 For this reason, the convolution-projection
method will be implemented in this work. A convolution-projection
method consists of two operations. Firstly, the flux distribution pro-
duced by each heliostat on the image plane (receiver aperture) is
determined by means of a Gaussian function resulting from the mathe-
matical convolution of the solar intensity distribution from the sun (sun
shape) and mirror surface slope error (𝜎slope). Secondly, the resulting
image plane flux distribution is projected onto the discretized receiver
surface.

The code from [38] was validated with experimental data from
the Plataforma Solar de Almería and the SolTrace MCRT software.
This convolution model is used to model the flux distribution on the
receiver. The convolution model considers the following characteristic
losses incurred by a heliostat field: spillage, blocking, shading, cosine,
reflectivity and attenuation.

3.3. Heliostat field

It was found that a field containing small heliostats is better suited
for a uniform flux aiming strategy because small heliostats produce
small beam images on the aperture and so less spillage would be ob-
served on the aperture compared to large heliostats. The Heliopod [39]
was accordingly chosen. The heliostat modelling parameters required
to reproduce the results are given in Table 1. The refined field layout
parameters are given in Table 2. The tower height was optimized to
reach a maximum single aiming overall field efficiency at equinox
noon. The SUNflower’s tilt angle was chosen to approximate that of
the previously discussed Tulip receiver [6]. The tower height was
optimized to reach a maximum single aiming overall field efficiency
at equinox noon.

A relatively uniform aperture flux distribution is particularly desir-
able for this receiver concept. A 1m (diameter) discretized 2D circular
aperture was used in the development of a new aiming strategy imple-
mentation. The implementation is called Blossaim and is applicable for
circular apertures and polar heliostat fields [42].

The resulting Blossaim aperture flux concentration map is compared
with a single aiming strategy (where all heliostats aim at the aperture’s

3 The program can be downloaded from https://ise.uc3~m.es/research/
olar-energy/fluxspt/.

https://ise.uc3~m.es/research/solar-energy/fluxspt/
https://ise.uc3~m.es/research/solar-energy/fluxspt/
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Fig. 5. Comparison of flux distributions between single point aiming (left) and the Blossaim strategy (right) at 12 pm solar time during equinox.
Source: Adapted from [42].
Fig. 6. Optical efficiency distribution of the heliostat field for single point aiming (left) and the Blossaim strategy (right) accounting for the losses described in Section 3.
Table 1
Modelling parameters of the heliostat field.

Parameter Unit Assumption

Mirror reflectivity [%] 95

Sun shape [–] Circular Gaussian
Sun shape standard deviation [mrad] 2.09,a

Surface slope error standard deviation (𝜎slope) [mrad] 1.2,b

Geographic latitude (PS 10, Seville) [°] 37.442 26

Solar direct normal irradiance (𝐷𝑁𝐼) [ W
m2 ] 1000

a[40].
b[41].

centre) in Fig. 5. The dimensionless flux concentration depicts the ratio
of incident flux and 𝐷𝑁𝐼 . The corresponding map of heliostat optical
efficiency is shown in Fig. 6. The Blossaim strategy achieves a relatively
uniform flux distribution on the aperture with a 66% reduction in
the peak flux. The deterministically arranged aiming points produce
a flux distribution that is robust to a changing field optical efficiency
distribution with solar time [42].
6

Table 2
Layout dimensions of the heliostat field and receiver.

Parameter Unit Dimension

Heliostat
Width [m] 1.83,a

Height [m] 1.22,a

Height from ground to reflective mid-point [m] 1.5,a

Heliopod triangular boundary length [m] 6.0,a

First row displacement [m] 6.0,b

Count [–] 1068

Receiver
Aperture diameter [m] 1.0,b

Tilt [°] 32.5,b

Height [m] 36,c

a[39].
bDesign decision.

cOptimized for the given tilt angle.

Table 3 shows the overall optical efficiency of Blossaim is 17.1%
lower than the single aiming strategy because of increased spillage
losses from all heliostats aimed near the edge of the 1m aperture. The
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Fig. 7. Relative flux image from a single heliostat (left) and from the entire field (right) on a central receiver unit with the selected region showing the reference heat source
boundary condition to be interpolated into the CFD model; for a sense of scale the exterior hemispherical diameter is 70mm.
Table 3
Comparison of field optical efficiency between a single aiming
strategy and the Blossaim strategy for a 1m aperture and an
extended aperture with the previous aiming points.
Source: Adapted from [42].
Aperture diameter Single aiming Blossaim

1.0m 81.4% 64.3%
1.5m 88.6% 86.6%

spillage losses incurred can be reduced significantly by extending the
acceptance aperture for the same aiming points as before. By opening
up the aperture by 50% to 1.5m, the optical efficiency reduction with
Blossaim becomes only 2%. The idea is that a secondary reflector
should be used to extend around the 1m aperture to 1.5m or larger,
capturing the spillage and directing it towards the flux gradient region
near the aperture edge, although this has not been investigated in this
scope.

3.4. Applying the convolution flux projection to the receiver’s surface

On the absorber surface, the hemispherical domes slightly shade
incoming flux (from some heliostats) from reaching deeper regions
of the receiver’s exterior. The convolution-projection model accounts
for this with a calculation on each discretized surface node which
determines whether the node is blocked by another node. These effects
are demonstrated in a relative flux distribution from a single heliostat
on an isolated central receiver unit (shown on the left) in Fig. 7.
The overall flux distribution is obtained from the superposition of
the flux images from all the heliostats (shown on the right of the
figure). Computational reflection modelling has been excluded from
this exploration, it will be accounted for as an assumption. However,
re-radiation will be considered in the following section.

The next step is to explore the unit’s thermal performance using CFD
by applying this flux distribution as the heat source, this will be referred
to as the ‘HF’ (high-flux) configuration. This distribution will also be
scaled so that the heat transfer performance can be explored over a
range of area-weighted-average flux magnitudes: namely to explore a
low flux (LF), a very low flux (VLF) and an up-scaled (US) version
which will be depicted in the results section.

4. CFD modelling

4.1. Overview

The CFD flow domain is similar to the ANSYS Fluent® model
described in [27] where the Four-Equation Transition-SST turbulence
7

Fig. 8. Flow domain of the CFD model.

model was validated for the Tadpole’s domain. The difference is that
this model has a 3D domain with symmetry boundary conditions on
the sides of the sector. Fig. 8 describes the flow domain of the 3D
CFD model. Conduction and convection outside of this domain are
neglected.

Three faces are depicted in Fig. 8: the transparent boundary as well
as two of the three symmetry boundaries. The sector makes up the 1∕12
repeating part of an axial revolution. The inlet and outlet boundary
conditions are shown in the figure along with the assigned cell-zones.
Heat originates from the volumetric heat source primarily towards the
convection domain through the outer shell but also in the opposite
direction — through the transparent cell-zone and the semi-transparent
boundary through radiation as a thermal loss to ambient. The exterior
surface in the reference design is coated with Pyromark 2500 paint. The
emissivity and absorptivity are modelled. Concerning internal radiation
modelling (between the Tadpole and the interior heat transfer surface),
the emissivity of Inconel is applied.

Variable thermal conductivity in terms of temperature was modelled
using data from [32]. For the air properties, correlations also based
on [43] for 𝜇, 𝑐p and 𝑘 were used. The assumed constant thermal
properties can be found in Table 4.

It is required to apply the receiver’s surface flux distribution from
the convolution-projection model to the CFD model. The procedure
presented in [46,47] for the implementation of a volumetric heat source
in ANSYS Fluent® is adopted here. Heat generation rate with a thin
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Table 4
Material properties.

Material 𝜀 [–] 𝛼 [–]

Inconel 718 (648 °C) 0.841,a 0.841,c

Pyromark 2500 (967 °C) 0.9,b 0.95,b

a[44].
b[45].

cKirchhoff’s law of thermal radiation was assumed.

ell-zone is required instead of heat flux on a surface to enable flux to
e absorbed through the receiver and also radiated outwards from it.
he receivers exterior surface is modelled as a 3D volume (volumetric
eat source in Fig. 8) with an assigned arbitrary thickness – in this case
.01mm – to create a thin cell zone. A 3D heat flux distribution (shown
n Fig. 7) is converted to a 3D heat generation rate distribution (from
∕m2 to W∕m3) by dividing the flux at each cell with the thickness

f the thin volume (0.01mm). The heat source profile is transported
n a text file that contains a list of 3D surface coordinates along with
he heat generation rate. Fluent® interpolates this heat generation rate
istribution into the cell zone (as depicted in Fig. 8).

The incoming flux modelling approach does not account for reflec-
ion from the receiver surface because the input boundary condition is
volumetric heat source on the surface, not a radiation boundary con-
ition. Therefore, an assumption must be made to model the reflective
osses. The reflective losses from the incident aperture radiation can
e approximated conservatively by assuming a relative loss of 1 − 𝛼Pyr ,
he complement of the absorptivity of the Pyromark surface coating.
his sets the upper limit of this loss to 5%. This limit would apply
or a flat plate absorber surface. However, the absorber substantially
raps reflective losses because parts of its surface does not directly face
mbient. Garbrecht et al. [20] reported reflective losses of 1.3% from
heir similar pyramidal receiver using the same absorptivity constant.
he reflective losses are hence assumed as an average of these values:
.15%.

This leaves the radiative heat losses to be modelled. The exterior
f the receiver’s surface interacts with the sky and the ground through
adiation. This is modelled with the Discrete Ordinates (DO) radiation
odel. The DO model performs the solution of the Radiative Transfer
quation for each computational cell on a 3D quadrant of space and
onsiders two solid angles, subdivided into discrete ordinates with
dditional pixelation applied as described above. All directions of
adiation are therefore considered, with the spectral range or wave
umber dependent on the local temperature of nearby surfaces. This
mplies that the DO method is calculating thermal re-radiation between
ll participating surfaces in response to the solar irradiation heat source
btained through convolution as described in Section 3. The DO dis-
retization resolution — the divisions and pixels per degree of the
ngular space were increased from the default Fluent® values to a value
f 3 due to large temperature gradients in the interacting surfaces.

A semi-transparent wall boundary with a fixed boundary condition
xternal radiation temperature of 25 °C (and an emissivity and diffuse
raction of 1) is modelled at a small distance away from the exterior sur-
ace to represent the aperture. Between the aperture and the receiver’s
urface is a cell-zone through-which radiation can freely travel (as
epicted in Fig. 8). This zone has negligible thermal conductivity and
s modelled as a transparent solid. Heat transfer by natural convection
hrough the exterior air is therefore not modelled computationally. The
adiative heat transfer between receiver units is considered to occur
ymmetrically – the neighbouring units are assumed to operate at the
ame temperature distribution. The symmetry boundaries previously
hown in Fig. 8 act like mirrors using the DO model to emulate
he neighbouring units (within the tessellated structure) around the
implified symmetric domain. Radiative heat transfer between the inner
8

alls of the heat transfer unit is also modelled using the DO model. a
For the initial outlook, only a rough estimation of convective losses
s sought. Natural and forced convection thermal losses have been
xplored in [48]. For an open cavity receiver, a natural convection heat
ransfer coefficient has been correlated:

nc = 0.81(𝑇es − 𝑇∞)0.426, (4)

here the heat transfer coefficient is applicable to the entire internal
urface of the cavity — hence the area applied must account for the
bsorber and any additional internal surfaces. For this initial estimation
f natural convective losses (�̇�nc), it is assumed that the total inter-
al cavity area is 2× the exterior absorber area and operates at the
ame temperature. This area assumption is made because the design
f the secondary reflector is not the focus of this work. An ambient
emperature of 𝑇∞ = 25 °C is assumed.

The thermal efficiency (𝜂th) is now derived in terms of the ratio of
he absorbed heat rate by the fluid (�̇�f ) and the incoming heat from
he heliostat field excluding spillage (�̇�in):

th =
�̇�f

�̇�in
. (5)

The next step is an energy balance on the receiver:

�̇�in = �̇�f + �̇�rad + �̇�ref l + �̇�nc, (6)

where �̇�rad is radiative losses (excluding reflective losses), �̇�ref l is
reflective losses (assumed 3.15% of �̇�in as detailed earlier in Sec-
tion 4.14), �̇�nc is natural convective losses. After making the reflection
loss assumption, the equation is then equivalent to:

�̇�in = �̇�f + �̇�rad + �̇�nc + 0.0315�̇�in, (7)

substitution of the energy balance into the efficiency ratio yields our
efficiency equation:

𝜂th = (1 − 0.0315)
�̇�f

�̇�f + �̇�rad + �̇�nc
. (8)

4.2. Computational considerations

The Coupled pressure–velocity scheme was used. For spatial dis-
cretization: Green–Gauss cell-based was used for the gradients; second-
order was used for pressure; second-order Upwind was used for the
energy equation, density, momentum, turbulence kinetic energy and
turbulence dissipation rate; finally, the first-order Upwind scheme was
used for intermittency and the Discrete Ordinates model.

The computational mesh is shown in Fig. 9. The internal convection
domain is fully structured and revolved about the axis, whereas the
conduction domains and the transparent cell-zones are unstructured.
The structured convection domain enables obtaining sufficient grid
resolution near the wall for the turbulence model at a reasonable
cell count to run overnight on a cluster. To assess grid independence,
a coarse mesh and a fine mesh containing 1.3 × 106 elements and
6.6 × 106 elements respectively were investigated with the fine mesh
resembling about double the cell divisions of the coarse mesh.

After 6000 iterations, the air flow temperature change and the total
ressure loss varies between the coarse and fine mesh by 0.910% and
.53% respectively. The peak 𝑦+ value in the fine mesh convection
omain was around 0.88 which is sufficient for this turbulence model.

Stable convergence on the outlet temperature and pressure loss was
confirmed. This assures confidence on the results of the fine mesh to
be used for further calculations.

4 As detailed earlier in this section, the heat input boundary condition
oes not enable modelling reflected radiation. Therefore the reflective loss is
rtificially incorporated.
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Fig. 9. Computational mesh of the flow domain.
Fig. 10. Temperature contour of the (high-pressure, very-low-flux) receiver unit showing the required exterior Inconel temperature to heat the air flow to 800 °C.
4.3. Uncertainty in the CFD domain

An uncertainty assessment follows of the calculated efficiency, due
to the symmetry boundary conditions in the simplified 3D domain
shown in Fig. 8. The symmetry boundary (characteristically receiving
the highest re-radiative flux of the three symmetry boundaries) was
replaced with the physical reflection of the outer shell with the tem-
perature profile of the original surface while the exterior air domain
and aperture boundary was extended over the reflected domain. The
reflected temperature profile was iterated until its average temperature
corresponded within 4K of the original surface. This resulted in a
0.33% reduction in efficiency and a 127K (7.68%) increase in average
surface temperature. The reflection test case demonstrates that the
symmetry boundary marginally affects the efficiency whilst creating a
substantial uncertainty in the temperature of the outer shell. This test
case represents the expected uncertainty of the proceeding results.

5. Results

The concept’s capability of heating an air flow from 351 °C to
approximately 800 °C was investigated at varying operating irradiation
and pressure conditions. Fig. 10 illustrates the heating of the air flow
for the most favourable (high-pressure, very-low-flux) operating condi-
tion. The figure shows a peak in surface temperature at around midway
through the narrow flow region.

The temperature of the Tadpole’s volume is higher than the flow
temperature as it is being significantly heated by internal radiation.
A developing thermal boundary layer is accordingly observed on both
surfaces of the narrow flow region and the surface of the inner tube
9

Fig. 11. Velocity-magnitude contours of the (high-pressure, very-low-flux) receiver
unit.

and nozzle. Fig. 11 depicts the velocity magnitude distribution through
the domain, the flow is accelerated by the nozzle and maintained at an
elevated velocity in the narrow flow region to create a thin boundary
layer for an elevated heat transfer coefficient [27]; thereafter the flow
is decelerated in the diffuser for pressure recovery. The set of operating
and performance characteristics of a receiver unit is shown in Table 5.
This set of cases was iteratively produced to explore the performance
characteristics.

The thermal efficiencies achieved for all cases were relatively low
when compared with what has been estimated by prior literature for
pressurized receivers. This is attributed to the high exterior surface
temperature (𝑇es) causing the dominating heat losses to be radiative
heat losses (the fourth power of Stefan–Boltzmann law explains it)
(up to 40%), with natural convective losses estimated below 5%. The
thermal efficiency improves by reducing the flux from 2530 kW∕m2 to
1270 kW∕m2. At lower fluxes, lower surface temperatures are observed
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Table 5
Operating characteristics of the receiver unit cases: where ‘H’, ‘L’ and ‘VL’ indicate high and low and very low; ‘P’ and ‘F’ indicate pressure
and flux, ‘IM’ represents an increased mass flow rate and ‘US’ represents an up-scaling of ×4 in dimensions with the same outer-shell thickness.

Parameter Unit HP, HF LP, HF HP, LF HP, VLF LP, LF HP, LF, IM LP, LF, US

Boundary
conditions
�̇�unit [ kg

s
] 0.016 97 0.016 97 0.008 904 0.004 500 0.008 904 0.0228 0.1030

�̇�in,max [ kW
m2 ] 2530 2530 1270 635 1270 1270 1270

𝑇in [°C] 351 351 351 351 351 351 351

𝑝out,abs [kPa] 1007.9 202.65 1007.9 1007.9 202.65 1007.9 202.65

Results
𝑇out [°C] 801.1 800.2 800.4 801.2 799.3 565.2 799.7

𝑇es,a [°C] 1691 1690 1383 1142 1383 1166 1498

𝜂th [%] 57.3 57.2 59.3 59.3 59.2 69.9 46.2

𝛥𝑝t [kPa] 4.78 28.0 1.64 0.564 8.49 6.06 2.94

�̇�f [kWth] 8.44 8.43 4.45 2.28 4.44 5.18 51.7

𝑃loss,f luid [W] 18.2 489 3.29 0.572 82.4 28.1 335

𝜎VM,peak ,b [MPa] 8.41 0.952 8.40 8.40 0.943 8.41 3.45

aAverage hemisphere exterior temperature.
bPeak mechanical von Mises stress.
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nd thereby lower radiative losses; but not when reduced further
o 635 kW∕m2 (where the share of convective losses increases). Even
or the most favourable very-low-flux case, the surface temperature
xceeds 1000 °C. Eq. (9) depicts the convection heat transfer equation,

̇ conv = ℎ𝐴(𝑇s − 𝑇f ). (9)

Accordingly, in a thermal receiver employing convective heat trans-
er, a large thermal absorption (�̇�conv) is desired along with a small
emperature difference between the heat transfer surface and the fluid
𝑇s−𝑇f ) in order to avoid overheating of the material. To achieve this, a
arge product of the heat transfer coefficient and the surface area (ℎ𝐴)
s required.

The lesson from these findings is that, although the convective heat
ransfer performance of the Tadpole is relatively high, the receiver does
ot exhibit a large surface area. The ratio of: the exterior surface area
nd the aperture area (𝐴es∕𝐴ap) of the receiver concept is insufficient
or this high flux and high outlet temperature in limiting the metal
emperature to acceptable levels. For the SUNflower, this ratio is 2, it
s estimated that the SOLUGAS concept has a ratio of around 9 and the
CRAP concept has a ratio of 5. The SUNflower has a relatively small
urface area ratio, the unfavourable thermal efficiency is attributed to
his small surface area ratio. The small surface area ratio leads to a
arge radiative view factor to ambient for losses to occur. Because of
he small surface area, the air flow rate must be small to obtain the
𝑇 ≈ 450 °C to reach 𝑇out ≈ 800 °C causing a relatively low internal
eat transfer coefficient compared to what the device can achieve at
igher flow rates. For this concept, the small exterior surface area is
herefore a limitation in the design. Further iteration of the design
nd boundary conditions can be performed to achieve the surface
emperatures below 1000 °C. The exterior temperature may be reduced
y applying an incident flux below the presently considered 635 kW∕m2.
he surface-area-to-aperture ratio can be increased to improve the
hermal efficiency.

In Table 5, the high-pressure, low-flux (HP, LF) case can be com-
ared with the SCRAP concept as modelled in [26] because both cases
perate under a similar incident flux (1270 kW∕m2) and outlet temper-
ture (800 °C). The SCRAP concept has been predicted to perform at
significantly higher thermal efficiency and a lower exterior surface

emperature. Both the SCRAP and the SOLUGAS concepts make use of
ignificantly larger exterior surface areas (𝐴es∕𝐴ap) and achieve 800 °C
t higher thermal efficiencies.

To observe if the surface temperature can be improved, a higher
ass flow rate case is explored (HP, LF, IM). Here, the mass flow rate
10

s increased from the HP, LF case until the outlet temperature is in d
he vicinity of that of a molten salt receiver — since below this tem-
erature, air as a heat transfer fluid does not pose an advantage over
olten salt’s degradation temperature. Table 5 depicts that the surface

emperature and thermal efficiency significantly improves, although it
s still above 1000 °C.

Table 5 shows that the high-pressure test cases undergo significantly
ower pressure losses than the lower pressure cases. For example, the
P, HF case shows a 82.9% reduction in 𝛥𝑝t from the LP, HF case. This

uggests lower pumping losses for a high-pressure receiver. Although
ressure losses are not the only variable affecting the pumping losses, it
as hence sought to estimate the fluid pumping power loss. The power
issipation through a reduction in total pressure can be estimated using
he Bernoulli equation from [49]; with the simplifying assumptions of
D adiabatic incompressible flow: 𝑃loss,f luid = �̇� 𝛥𝑝t (where �̇� is the vol-
metric flow rate). By this estimation, the HP, HF case shows a 96.3%
eduction in 𝑃loss,f luid from the LP, HF case. This indicates that the high-
ressure air receiver experiences a significantly lower pumping loss for
omparable thermal performance.5 The pumping loss for all cases is
ess than 10% of the heat transfer rate. For an estimation of receiver
hermal performance in context with pressure losses integrated into a
rayton cycle, the reader is referred to [28].

Table 5 further shows that the peak von Mises stress is much larger
or the high-pressure cases; it also marginally increases with mass flow
ate as a consequence of the tension caused by the fluid-body force. The
ffect of a ×4 dimensional up-scale was explored for the LP, LF case (be-
ause this case can afford the additional mechanical stress). As shown in
he table: the mass flow rate and the output thermal power increase by
lmost ×42 to reach the same outlet temperature. However, the thermal
fficiency decreases with a corresponding increase in exterior surface
emperature.

. Conclusion

A new pressurized air receiver concept has been explored based
n the novel Tadpole heat transfer device. In an investigation on
imensional scaling, it was found that the scaling of the receiver’s heat
ransfer units is sensitive to material stress and the constraint of a thin

5 It must be noted that the adiabatic and incompressibility assumptions
ause a large uncertainty. The average density was used for calculating �̇�
hrough mass conservation. An uncertainty of 36.3% is expected, attributed
o the density variation (peak to average) through the domain. Because the
elative error applies similarly for the compared cases, the comparison is

eemed to hold for a rough estimation of power loss improvement.
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outer-shell thickness does not permit a large internal volume for the
units. Scaling the receiver for a desired thermal rating can be achieved
by modifying the number of heat transfer units along with the aperture
size.

A Heliopod heliostat field was developed that makes use of an
aiming strategy to produce a relatively uniform flux distribution on the
receiver aperture. The resulting flux distribution was projected on the
external 3D surface of a central heat transfer unit and translated to a
volumetric heat source boundary condition for the 3D Computational
Fluid Dynamics model. The model considers convective heat transfer
and radiative heat losses. Natural-convective heat losses are estimated
with a correlation. An assumption is also made for reflective losses.

The receiver concept’s capability to reach an outlet temperature
of 800 °C was estimated at various operating conditions. The initial
outlook estimated a thermal efficiency of 59.3% and a total pressure
loss of 0.564 kPa for an outlet temperature of 801 °C under a flux
of 635 kW∕m2. A material temperature of above 1000 °C was simu-
lated. The performance of a high-pressure operating condition was
compared to a low-pressure operating condition. Similar thermal ef-
ficiencies were estimated; although it was estimated that the low-
pressure case exhibits significantly increased pumping losses. The re-
ceiver demonstrates higher thermal efficiencies at a lower aperture flux
level of between 635 kW∕m2 and 1270 kW∕m2 instead of a high flux of
2530 kW∕m2.

It was found that a large internal heat transfer coefficient char-
acteristic of an impinging jet or a Tadpole is not sufficient on its
own to achieve the high outlet temperatures required in a receiver for
application in a Concentrating Solar Power plant. Instead, the ratio of
exterior surface area to the aperture area of a receiver must also be
maximized to enable absorbing a large aperture flux, achieve a high
outlet temperature with a safe absorber temperature and a competitive
thermal efficiency. This should be combined with a semi-enclosed
cavity to limit radiative and convective heat losses. The limitation of
the heat transfer fluid and its energy density should also be considered.
The limitation of the concept may be overcome by taking advantage of
larger surface area ratios such as the SCRAP and SOLUGAS concepts.
To achieve the allowable temperature limits, further iteration can be
performed for a modified design exploiting a larger surface area using
the method followed here to evaluate the concept.
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